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The Histogram Creator Crack Keygen is an extremely fast tool for creating
histograms. It also handles errors in the data. The Histogram Creator also
creates area and column histograms and cumulative frequency tables. Histogram
Creator Features: Area and Column histogram Cumulative Frequency Table User
input of data values Pertinent error handling Histogram Creator Instruction:
If you see histogram creator on other websites, these websites are usually
selling something. They will always try to sell you some software or
products. While histogram creator can be used for many purposes, I want to
encourage you to use it for presenting data in your computer graphics
projects. Once you use it, you will never use the other software or web
sites. Also, I want to encourage you to save a copy of the Histogram
Creator's installer file and try it out on your computer. Also, I want to
encourage you to try out the tool with your own data. Download Page for the
Histogram Creator. Thank you. I would like to dedicate this Histogram Creator
to my favorite web designer, John P. Petrucci. P.S. If you have any
questions, please don't hesitate to contact me. I will answer your questions
in a timely manner. P.P.S. At the end of the Histogram Creator Description
page, it will tell you how to access the exercise file for the Histogram
Creator. If you go to this page, you will be directed to a page with a link
for the Histogram Creator exercise file. If you have any questions, please
don't hesitate to contact me. I would like to thank you for downloading,
using, and enjoying my Histogram Creator. Thank you. John Petrucci
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Features: - Create area, column and cumulative frequency tables - Load your
own data - Create histograms - Multiple histograms on a page - Smooth
Histograms - Ability to sort by up to 10 values per column - Ability to sort
by columns - Ability to edit columns - Save, load, and print histograms -
Ability to use either absolute or relative values - Click to view histogram
properties - Double click to zoom in on histogram - F5 for refresh - Alt key
for histogram tools menu - Delete keys for removing columns - Hold
Ctrl+Shift+Page Up or Down to scroll through histograms - Zoom and scroll in
Histogram Creator - You can have many histograms on the page. - Pinch to zoom
in or out on the histogram page - Edit your data - Measure histogram density
(columns and values) - Sort histograms by columns or values - Print - Save -
Copy - Share - About - Setup The Histogram Creator also includes a
histogram's properties. The properties include the histogram's columns,
sorted values, and columns and sorted values. Use the properties to quickly
view and manipulate histograms. The Histogram Creator also has a unique
feature that allows you to easily switch between absolute and relative
values. This feature allows you to do your histogram and sort the data using
relative or absolute values. It makes creating histograms a lot easier.
**What's New in Version 4** - Save and load histograms - Ability to quickly
switch between absolute and relative values - Ability to change relative
values to absolute values - Save as image - Toggle between x-axis and y-axis
on the histogram - Save as image - Ability to easily swap between column and
column/value/histogram - Ability to make histograms horizontal or vertical -
Ability to quickly edit data in Histogram Creator - Create any column or any
column and any value from data - Optionally display histogram values - All
histogram values can be editable - Ability to copy or move histograms -
Ability to print with and without histogram - Ability to copy or move
histograms - Save Histogram Creator as image - New histogram tool - Scale
tool - Scale tool - Histogram Creator now uses Shape Layers - Support
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The Histogram Creator makes creating presentation quality histograms easy. It
comes with an exercise file that lets you learn quickly and easily how to use
the Histogram Creator's features. The exercise file can be easily opened from
the About menu or from the main Histogram Creator menu. The Histogram Creator
is totally menu driven and very fast. In addition to creating histograms like
the one above, the Histogram Creator creates area and column histogram. It
also creates cumulative frequency tables. Another feature allows you to type
in any value and see what percent of the data points are less than the value
and what percent is greater. The Histogram Creator easily handles error
values in the data. Take Histogram Creator for a spin to see what it can
actually do for you! Change Log: * Update: If the histogram doesn't start
right away, it may be because the current directory is different from where
the C:\HistogramCreator folder is. Try again from the Start menu. * Update:
The percents in the histogram are now in decimals so the percentage values
are easier to compare. If you don't like this, then you can change the
Histogram to show percent as an integer. * Update: The error columns in the
frequency table are now in scientific notation. * Update: The Chart option
can now be selected from the drop down menu of the Tool Options window. *
Update: Added a new error bar function that allows you to create a histogram
showing the percentage of data points greater or less than the value entered.
* Update: Added a new area/column histogram type. * Update: Added a new
cumulative frequency chart type. * Update: Added a new error field that
creates a histogram showing the percentage of data points less than the error
value entered. * Update: Moved the individual functions of the Histogram
Creator into the context menus. I think this will make the dialog more
intuitive. * Update: Optimized the code to increase performance. Also, added
a statement to create a log file when the Histogram Creator starts up.
License: Histogram Creator is completely open source. You can view the source
code and modify it as you wish. You can make copies and distribute the
modified version under the GNU General Public License. You can place this
modified version on your web site. If you want to distribute it over the
internet, then you will need to get a commercial license. The price for a
commercial license is $29.95, and you can get it at If you're a corporation
or a university, you can also get a discounted license at A:



System Requirements For Histogram Creator:

PC Windows 7, Vista, XP (SP3 or later) or Mac OS X 10.6.8 (Intel CPU, PPC
CPU, or 64-bit PowerPC or Intel-based Mac) 1GB RAM HDD space: 150MB Game
Version: v1.0.1 CPU: Intel i5-2400 or Intel i7-2600 GPU: Nvidia Geforce GTX
460 or ATI HD 4850 DirectX: 9.0
=====================================================
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